
Driving Conversion 



PART 1
The Current Digital 
Landscape



The World is now
Digital by Default



The Irish 
eCommerce
Economy is 
Thriving



PART 2
The Major Challenge we 
Face



Clients increasingly 
sceptical over spending 

Demonstrating business 
value now 
of paramount 
importance



Today Marketers must 
not only provide the 
platform for value 
exchange

But also prove the real 
business results it 
fosters



PART 3
Navigating the Battle for 
Attention Online



The thriving digital 
industry brings with it a 
crowded market place.



And the spend has 
reflected this…And the spend has 

reflected this…



DISPLAY:
Biggest mover of all 
channels.

DISPLAY:
Biggest mover of all 
channels.



Finance and Retail 
are the top two 
spenders in display.

Finance and Retail 
are the top two 
spenders in 
display.



PAID SEARCH 
in Numbers
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PAID SEARCH



PAID SEARCH

Tying this advertising 
spend into tangible 
ROI



PART 4
Blitzing the whole budget on the 
invitations



PAID SEARCH



PAID SEARCH
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Funnel Analysis: Customer Drop-offs per Stage
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41% bounce rate on visiting sessions
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3/4 of the ramaining visitors browse products
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… but just 7% add a product to basket
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This visitor segment shows high purchasing
intent with almost half (45%) continuing to the checkout
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website
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Finally checkout completion shows an excellent
50% conversion rate
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Why do people abandon?

There’s no definite answer to this, but here are some of the most 
common reasons:

•Met with unexpected costs
•Not ready to buy - ‘just browsing’
•Found cheaper alternatives
•Slow page load times
•Confusing site navigation
•Limited login options
•Poorly-optimised mobile site



PART 5
How to use Conversion Tech to 
Deliver Advertising ROI





Liverpool FC



+27%
Uplift of online 
sales year on year

1.Re-engaging onsite

2. Re-engaging with email

3. Retargeting with dynamic display
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At the start of 2016 we posed Ve a challenge:
‘how can we increase both our post abandonment 
engagement rate and conversion rate, without 
sacrificing one for the other?’

Ve responded to our challenge with a best in class 
solution that not only exceeds the expectations and 
forecasts we’d agreed, but created an entirely new set 
of benchmarks for all future campaigns. Ve’s continued 
focus on customer centric product innovation makes 
them a core strategic partner for Vodafone.

Christopher Pearce
Search and Affiliate Partnership Lead- Vodafone 



94.6%
Open rate increase 
following subject line 
testing

Conversion rate 
increase

Click-through rate 
increase with 
product feed emails

13.2% 50%













+26%
online sales
drove year
on year 

4%
VeContact
conversion
rate

32%
VeContact
Open
rate

25%
VeContact
click through
rate











Sports Creativity Food

Fashion Music Entertainment



Data segment and 
keyword dynamic



Football GAA Rugby UFC



Schedule-based 
dynamic





PART 6
End to End Marketing



Conversion Rate Optimisation



Solving the 
attribution question 

Clients see tangible 
results on their spend



In conclusion , 

AdTech is a subset of 
MarTech, and by 
definition, both 
disciplines share a 
mutual goal.



THANK
YOU


